Pre-Environmental Studies

- restoring habitats
- crafting policies
- understanding climate
- optimizing land use
- eliminating hazards
- improving water quality
- enhancing ecosystems
- protecting resources
- creating solutions

Contact us

- environment@purdue.edu
- www.purdue.edu/pre-ES

Purdue University is an equal access/equal opportunity institution.
Pre-Environmental Studies is the first program of its kind in the country. It allows you to take courses and explore more than a dozen majors Purdue offers in the environment.

Whether you're interested in controlling air pollution, improving soil and water quality in urban or agricultural settings, eliminating workplace hazards, developing technologies to find beneficial uses of wastes, enhancing ecosystem health, optimizing land use, or crafting policies that provide long-term solutions, you'll be exposed to all the environmental majors Purdue offers. Find out what major fits your goals, then choose your path.

In Pre-Environmental Studies, you’ll take courses during your first year at Purdue that apply to several environmental majors. Explore the many options available to you and still be prepared and on target to earn your degree and meet your goals.

Pre-Environmental Studies exposes you to expertise and experience from across Purdue. You’ll be part of a community dedicated to understanding the environment that includes faculty and staff from the Colleges of Agriculture, Engineering, and Science.

Learn more about our plans of study and majors at www.purdue.edu/pre-ES